
The GC-EM 1743 HW electric lawn mower is a robust, efficient and indispensable helper for the speedy mowing of large lawns. Its powerful carbon

power motor generates high torque for good progress through high growth. For precise adjustment to individual requirements there is a central 6-level

cutting height adjustment facility. Thanks to the folding long handle, this lawn mower can be stored in minimum space.

GC-EM 1743 HW

Electric Lawn Mower
Item No.: 3400590

Ident No.: 11036

Bar Code: 4006825572940

Features
Powerful carbon power motor with high torque-

Central cutting height adjustment, 6 levels-

Folding long handle-

Integrated carry-handle for easy transport-

Cable-relief clip-

High wheeler - Wide wheels exert less stress on the lawn-

Grass box with level indicator-

High-quality, impact-resistant plastic housing-

Recommended for lawn areas up to 700 m²-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 230 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 1700 W

- Idle speed 3250 min^-1

- Cutting width 43 cm

- Cutting height adjustment 6 settings  |  20-70 mm  |

central

- Capacity of catch box 52 L

- Wheel diameter front 170 mm

- Wheel diameter rear 235 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 13.68 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 16.57 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 760 x 535 x 380 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 16.8 kg

- Dimensions export carton 780 x 535 x 378 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 192 | 396 | 461

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved
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Available as special accessories

Ersatzmesser BG-EM
1643/1743HW
Lawn Mower Accessory
Item No.: 3405610
Bar Code: 4006825541038
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